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COVER-POOLS LETS YOU FOCUS ON FUN

If you already have a pool, or if you’re planning to build
one, remember: a pool without a pool cover is like a house
without a roof. A Cover-Pools ® automatic pool cover is the
best way to safeguard loved ones, save money on heating
costs and chemicals and protect your investment.
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Find out for yourself what delighted pool owners
all over the world have already discovered—our
automatic pool cover is the finest, safest, and
easiest‑to-use pool cover you can buy. So, kick
back, relax, and enjoy all the benefits of pool
ownership. At Cover-Pools, we’ve got you covered.

safety

Protect your pool and your loved ones.

WITH A COVER, YOU GET PEACE OF MIND
With a Cover-Pools cover you get peace of mind at the simple turn of a key. In under a minute your pool is easily covered
or uncovered. Your Cover-Pools cover acts as a “horizontal fence” for your pool, preventing access by children, pets, and
uninvited visitors. And while there’s no substitute for proper supervision, your pool can be protected even when you’re not
around. It’s a safety barrier that no pool, new or existing, should be without.

Maximum Safety
Cover-Pools pool covers are independently certified to exceed the requirements of the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM F1346-91), which sets safety standards for pool covers.
Cover-Pools pool covers are UL listed for electrical and ASTM safety standards.
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COVER-POOLS SAVES UP TO 70% ON OPERATING COSTS

A Cover-Pools cover extends your swimming season by reducing heat loss.

The U.S. Department of Energy has stated that a cover
is the single best way to reduce heat loss on a pool. A
covered pool also helps prevent the evaporation of both
water and expensive chemicals. It even acts as a passive
solar heater by capturing the sun’s radiant heat and it
extends your swimming season.
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At the same time, it keeps dirt and debris out of the
pool, reducing cleaning, maintenance costs, and wear
on pool equipment. Cover-Pools covers have proven to
be a great way of reducing pool expenses throughout
the year.

savings and convenience
Saves energy, adds heat.
A Cover-Pools cover dramatically reduces heating
costs and extends your swimming season by
acting as a giant solar collector.

Saves water and chemicals.
By reducing evaporation, your Cover-Pools cover
cuts water loss and reduces the use of chemicals.

Saves cleaning.
Keep dirt, leaves, and debris out by simply
keeping your pool covered.
For indoor pools, a cover provides the added benefit of
eliminating the need for expensive dehumidification systems.

Saves pool equipment, extends pool life.
With a covered pool, you keep the heat in and
the dirt and debris out. Heaters and other pool
equipment work less and last longer.

Saves money.
By saving heat, chemicals, cleaning, and
extending equipment life, your Cover-Pools cover
quickly pays for itself. You can save up to 70% on
operating costs—a great return on your investment.

Spend time swimming, not cleaning.

The Cover-Pools® automatic cover. One cover, four seasons.
Your Cover-Pools cover is all it takes for year-round pool protection.
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ANY POOL, ANY SHAPE—COVER-POOLS HAS YOU COVERED

Vanishing-edge pool

At Cover-Pools, we love a good challenge. So go
ahead, bring us your freeform pools, your kidney
shapes, spas, L shapes, and anything else you can
dream up. If you can build it, we can figure out
a way to cover it.
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Every pool makes its own unique statement, and
Cover-Pools believes design should never be an
obstacle to the benefits of a strong and dependable
pool cover.

unique shapes

Deck-on-deck pool

Pool with raised wall and water features

L-shaped pool with two covers

We can cover your pool no matter what the shape.
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A CUSTOM POOL DESERVES A CUSTOM-DESIGNED SYSTEM

Extended-cantilever pool with rock features and waterfall

“Our company installs automatic pool covers throughout Arizona. We depend on both the high product quality and
business integrity that Cover-Pools is known for. Cover-Pools stands behind its products and by their word. Arizona Pool
Covers would not install or recommend covers manufactured by any other company.”
									Alan and Coni Stiles
									Arizona Pool Covers
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custom applications

Vanishing-end pool with adjacent spa and landscaped water feature

Deck-on-deck pool

Vanishing-edge pool

We’ve been designing custom covers since 1962 and can
accommodate almost any pool shape or design feature.
As trends develop in pool design, Cover-Pools constantly
develops new and more creative ways to cover any pool.
From waterfalls and rockwork to vanishing edges and other
water features, no challenge is too great.

Custom Designs
With the Designer Series® cover, your family crest,
logo, name, landscape design or any other graphic
is custom applied to the surface of your cover.

Our staff of experts works with architects, engineers, and
builders, providing them with knowledgeable input to help
cover the pool of your dreams.
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LET OUR TRACKS GUIDE YOU

Low-profile Universal track

Deck Mount Track Systems
Universal track system
Universal track can cover existing pools of
virtually any shape or construction. Just give us
enough deck room to run the low-profile tracks
parallel to one another on opposite sides of the
pool and we can put a cover on almost anything.

2 1/2"
5

/8 "

Standard Universal track

Premium-grade wheel assembly

Universal tracks mount securely to the pool deck and can be painted
to coordinate with the deck.

SnapTop™ track system
SnapTop track is a two piece track system that
conceals the screws from view and creates a
smooth, streamlined track surface.
SnapTop track
Universal track system: Opens or closes in under a minute.
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SnapTop glider

track systems

Recessed track system
Recessed track systems provide a simple solution
for covering new or existing pools. Even with an
attached spa or steps outside the pool perimeter,
the cover can still completely cover the pool..
Recessed track

Premium-grade wheel assembly

*Recessed track is best used for indoor applications. Not ideal for most outdoor applications. For outdoor applications,
Cover-Pools recommends frequent scheduled maintenance. Please call for further advice.

Slim™ track system (manual covers only)
Cover-Pools Slim track is similar to the SnapTop™
track. It provides all the same advantages, but
uses a smaller profile. Typically the track is used
with Step-Saver ® manual pool covers.
Slim track

Concealed screws
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With the Underside track system, tracks are hidden under the deck coping.

Undermount Track Systems
Underside™ track system
Underside track is a perfect way to fully integrate the
cover into the pool and deck. With an Underside track
installation, the tracks are concealed beneath the
deck. It’s the ultimate in smooth, worry-free operation.

5 /8 "

1

5 /8 "

Underside design allows
a variety of deck profiles.

Gliders pull the cover through
the Underside track system.

Deck-on-deck with
track channel

Fiberglass with track channel

Underside track and track channel
For freeform pools with Underside track, the channel
makes it easy to construct deck-on-deck applications
around any vinyl, fiberglass, or concrete pool.

Underside track system: Opens or closes in under a minute.
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track, channel, and coping

VINYL-LINER OR FIBERGLASS? WE COVER THEM ALL
We can cover any vinyl-liner or fiberglass pool

Flush mount lid for vinyl-liner pools

With Cover-Pools unique component track
accessories, any pool—whether vinyl-liner or
fiberglass, rectangular or freeform—can be
constructed with an undertrack system.

The V-Pak™ system is a complete, easy-to-install
cover kit for a vinyl liner pool complete with a
flush mount walk-on lid.

Coping and channel for vinyl-liner pools
For vinyl-liner pools with square corners, 45° corners,
6" radius corners, or 24" radius corners, Cover-Pools
offers an attractive coping for Underside track,
available in designer white or gray. Cover-Pools
also offers a track channel with attached vinyl-liner
receiver.

Vinyl-liner coping

Track channel with
vinyl-liner receiver
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LIDS AND BENCHES

Aluminum lid

Flat Bezel™ lid
™

Our standard lid for both Universal track and Underside
track sytems offers an economical way to conceal and
protect the mechanism.

Designed for Underside track systems, the flat Bezel
lid gives step-on strength with a more streamlined
appearance and beveled edges.

Tilted Bezel lid

Stepped Bezel lid

The tilted Bezel lid for Universal track systems features
step-on strength with a narrow tilt to accommodate the track.
It has a tilted end cap and beveled edges.

The stepped Bezel lid for Universal track systems features
step-on strength with a low-profile rise to accommodate
the track. It also has beveled edges.

Vanishing Lid®

Extended Vanishing Lid

The Vanishing Lid provides the most integrated look
for concealing the mechanism. Your coordinating deck
material hides the mechanism housing and blends into
the rest of the deck.

The extended Vanishing Lid system is designed to
allow the cover to retract completely under the lid. This
requires the lid system to be 18" to 24" wide.

All aluminum lids can be powder coated to coordinate with your deck. Choose from a selection of standard colors or special-order colors. Please see
Powder-Coated Extrusion samples when making color choice. Colors may vary.
Sky White
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Autumn White

Almond

Coffee Tan

Camel

ASA-70 Gray

ASA-61 P Gray

Statuary Bronze

lids, bench

Deck-mounted mechanism
When the mechanism is mounted on the deck
surface, it can be covered simply with fiberglass
ends or the Everlast™ bench. The bench kit offers a
convenient, durable, and low-maintenance way to
cover your mechanism.
You can also create your own bench design with our
bench frames and materials supplied locally by your
dealer or an independent contractor.

Fiberglass ends

Everlast bench

All polymer panels on the Everlast bench come in four different
colors to coordinate with your deck. Please see actual polymer
samples when making color choice. Colors may vary.
white

beige

gray

terra cotta

Recessed mechanism
The mechanism can be discretely housed in a box
below the deck surface. This option works best if
chosen before construction. However, if there is
room to cut into the deck of an existing pool, the
mechanism can still be recessed. Cover-Pools
offers many lid options for covering the mechanism.

Typical position of leading edge
when cover is fully retracted.

Extended Vanishing Lid ® allows
the leading edge of the retracted
cover to be hidden.
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ELECTRIC OR HYDRAULIC, PICK YOUR POWER

Motor

Slip Clutch

Corr-Resist™ Rope Reel System

• Exclusive 3/4 hp waterproof submersible motor

• Acts as torque-limiting safety device
to protect cover and mechanism

• Exclusive EZ-Lock rope reel system
for simple cover alignment

• Exclusive design with industrial marine-grade
brake material
• Designed to last a lifetime

• Exclusive hybrid rope reel with
stainless-steel side plates, designed
for quiet operation

• Electric system comes with your choice
of a slip clutch or auto-shutoff

• Utilized Corr-Resist technology to
prevent corrosion

• Twice the available torque of other electric or
hydraulic motors on the pool cover market
• O-ring sealed with potted wire entry points
• Hardened-steel gears encased in permanent
grease
• UL listed  

The driving force

Cover-Pools electric system

Meet the brawn behind the beauty. The driving force behind
every cover system is our state‑of‑the‑art mechanism, proof
that nothing but the best goes into every one of our covers.
The high‑grade stainless-steel and anodized‑aluminum
mechanism is specifically suited to the pool environment
and contributes to smooth operation
and overall longevity of the system.

Our standard electric drive system has an advanced
3/4 hp, high-torque, waterproof motor made exclusively
for Cover-Pools. Each electric system comes with your
choice of a slip clutch or auto-shutoff feature. The slip
clutch is designed for adjustable power and releases
torque from the motor if the cover meets an obstacle.
The auto-shutoff uses advanced circuitry with a backup
amp limiter to act as an electronic slip clutch if the cover
movement is obstructed.
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motor, mechanism

Auto-Shutoff with Amp Limiter
• Shuts motor off when cover
is fully opened or closed
• Amp limiter acts like an electronic
slip clutch
• LED diagnostic indicators
• Works with accessory board
to control water features
• Electric system comes with
your choice of a slip clutch
or auto-shutoff

Mechanism

Positive Shift System

Corr-Resist™ Hybrid End Casting

• Exclusive components designed to work
with today’s mineral sanitizers

• Exclusive positive-shift system

• Exclusive hybrid end casting with stainless steel
and durable polymer parts, to prevent corrosion

• Marine-grade anodized aluminum brackets
• All stainless-steel hardware

• Provides complete gear
engagement with each use

• All aluminum components, castings, and
extrusions are anodized to prevent corrosion

• Hard-cast stainless-steel
gears for strength

• 3/8" solid stainless-steel drive dowel

• Exclusive marine-grade anodized roller drum
• Marine-grade anodized aluminum frame
and brackets

Cover-Pools hydraulic system
For special site conditions or for those who prefer
hydraulics, the Cover-Pools powerful hydraulic
system provides more compact components
and increased space efficiency. Its sensitive
pressure‑release system allows for adjustable
power and a built-in automatic shutoff. Lower
operating pressure provides maximum safety.
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N OUR QUAD-CORE™ FABRIC IS ENGINEERED FOR DURABILITY

Quality in a variety of colors
Cover-Pools exclusive Quad-core fabric is the product of
50 years of research and experience. Reinforced with a
strong polyester mesh for strength and tear resistance,
this high-performance vinyl-resin formula provides
maximum durability in the swimming pool environment.

• Material: PVC vinyl, laminated over a reinforced
polyester mesh for strength and tear resistance
• Rigorously Tested: The exclusive formula is the
product of 50 years of testing and experience
• Designed for the Pool Environment: UV, mildew,
and pool-chemical resistant with superior
dimensional stability
• Weight: 18 oz. per square yard

dusky blue

royal blue

light blue

aqua

• Thickness: 19 to 23 mil laminated vinyl

forest green

• Strength: Exceeds the ASTM F1346-91
minimum standard of 485 lbs. per 4' radius

beige

tan

brown

gray

slate gray

black

Choose from standard colors shown above. More colors are available in
special-order vinyl. Please see actual fabric sample when making color
choice. Colors may vary.
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• Construction: Fabric is attached to webbing and
low-stretch rope (70,000+ cyclic loading fatigue life)
with double-sewn Dabond ® bonded polyester
thread for durability

fabric, control systems, accessories
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Corr-Resist™
Cover-Pools recognizes that a swimming pool environment can often be harsh on a pool’s components. Chlorine and other
chemicals, and more recently the popularity of salt water pools have combined to challenge manufacturers to re-engineer
their products to last longer. Accordingly, Cover-Pools has introduced its Corr-Resist line of products. We anodize our roller
drum. We provide hybrid end hubs and rope reels which use both stainless steel and polymers to reduce corrosion. This is
accomplished without any of the problems associated with introducing zinc anodes into the pool. Throughout 2012, CoverPools will be releasing more Corr-Resist products to protect and lengthen the life of your pool cover.

Automation
Operating the automatic cover is as easy as turning a key or pressing a button. For safety, the cover stops as soon as the
control is released. Press the button and the cover glides across the pool in under a minute. You can even coordinate water
features, lights and other accessories to work with your automatic system.

CoverLink™ digital control

Accessory board with auto-shutoff

The code-accessed digital control
system allows you to program up
to four codes to create convenient
and secure access to the system.
With the wireless version, you have
endless options for mounting the
touch pad within view of the pool.

The accessory board controls
operation of water features,
fiber optics, alarms, etc., in
conjunction with opening and
closing the cover.

Auto-shutoff control
The auto-shutoff control stops the cover
automatically when it is fully opened or closed.

Key switch
Turn the key to cover or uncover
the pool. To maintain a secure
system, simply remove the key
after you’ve covered the pool.
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The Zodiac Aqualink™ Connection
Using Zodiac’s new software and Control Board for its
Aqualink, water features can automatically be turned off if the
cover closes. The Aqualink will also allow pool owners who
use salt systems to automatically reduce chlorine production
when the cover is closed.

Automatic water-removal pump

Accessory hardware
With Cover-Pools ladder hinges, you can modify
ladders, slides, handrails or other pool accessories
to permit unobstructed movement of the cover.

Cover-Pools systems use an
automatic pump (required for ASTM
safety standards) to conveniently
remove standing water that may
accumulate on top of the cover as
a result of rain, sprinklers or cleaning. The pump
automatically turns itself on when water is present
and shuts off once the water has been removed. Dirty
water is drained away from your clean pool. When
you’re ready to swim, the cover is ready to go.
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Step-Saver® manual reel cover
The Step-Saver is an economical alternative to the
automatic cover, offering the same benefits at about
half the price. It’s a manual cover that’s convenient
enough for daily use since there are no bothersome
straps, no sandbags, and no anchors.
To cover the pool, hold the rope attached to the
leading edge and pull the cover across the pool. To
uncover the pool, turn the crank handle. Most manual
covers require two-person operation, but in some
instances, one person can operate the Step‑Saver
system.

Original turn handle

Fiberglass ends

Original turn handle
Our standard turn-handle system makes removal of the
pool cover on a standard-sized pool a less strenuous task
than "anchor" type covers.

Upgrade to an automatic system
The Step-Saver system uses the same track, fabric
and other components as the automatic system,
except without a motor. This means that you can
easily upgrade to an automatic system by adding a
Save-T power package later if desired.

Power Wheel™ (optional)
The Power Wheel option facilitates cover removal by letting
you use both leg and arm muscles to uncover the pool. This
option also allows operation from inside a recessed housing.
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small budgets or small spaces

Autosave™ spa cover
The Autosave spa and swim spa cover offers the
same safety and energy-saving benefits as a full-size
automatic pool cover with a more compact mechanical
system. Designed for space-restricted installations,
the Autosave safety cover can be used on new and
existing spas, swim spas, and small pools.
•
•
•
•
•

The compact motor and mechanism reduce the
space required for an automatic cover system
Can be used for in-ground and above-ground
spas, swim spas, and small pools
Convenient access and security at the touch of
a button
Motor pulls less than two amps
Smaller width Everlast™ bench available

12"
from inside of track to
outside of mechanism

7.75"

8.5"
8.5"
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COVER-POOLS COVERS THE WORLD

California, U.S.

Norway

Canada

South Africa
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New Zealand

England

The World’s Finest Pool Covers

What makes Cover-Pools the world's finest pool cover company?
The most experienced automatic pool cover company in the world
When our founder, Joe Lamb, invented and patented the automatic pool cover,
he also launched a new industry. Since 1962, Cover‑Pools has created over
125,000 safer pools around the world.

The most options for customization
Every pool is special. That’s why we make your cover system to your custom
specifications. Cover‑Pools offers a wealth of options to blend your cover system
into your outdoor living area. This means that you choose the right combination
of safety, convenience, value, and beauty.

The most experienced and extensive network of dealers
With knowledgeable dealers in fifty states and over fifty countries, Cover‑Pools
covers the world. Cover-Pools holds annual APSP‑accredited seminars for
intensive dealer training and also provides in-field dealer support.

The most time-proven warranties in the industry
At Cover-Pools, we believe that the best warranties are backed by the most
reliable companies. We have fifty years of experience to support our warranties.
You can stand on our reputation.®

The most responsive customer-service team in the industry
Our customers constantly tell us that it’s the people of Cover-Pools that make
their experience so wonderful. When you call Cover-Pools, you reach a live
person to provide you with knowledgeable solutions. Every employee at
Cover‑Pools contributes to customer service—from the production staff
to the president, you know you’re in capable hands.

The most innovative engineering team
To our design team, it’s the little things that make Cover-Pools systems so
reliable. Always on the leading edge of innovation, our engineers use the latest
technology to ensure you receive The World's Finest Pool Cover.

For additional information, call 1-800-447-2838
or visit our photo gallery and website at
www.coverpools.com
All illustrations and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest
product information available at the time of printing. Cover-Pools reserves the
right to make changes at any time without notice, in colors, materials, equipment,
specifications and models.
Cover-Pools systems and parts are available through Cover-Pools Incorporated in
select areas and through independent dealers/distributors worldwide. No dealer/
distributor is an employee, agent or representative of Cover-Pools Incorporated.
Cover-Pools ®, Save-T®, Step-Saver ®, Autosave™, You can stand on our reputation ®,
The World's Finest Pool Covers ®, Quad-Core™, Bezel™, SnapTop™,Slim™, Underside™,
Vanishing Lid™, Corr-Resist™, V-Pak™, CoverLink™ , Everlast™, and Designer Series™
are trademarks of Cover-Pools Incorporated. All other trademarks belong to their
respective owners.

Cover-Pools Incorporated
66 East 3335 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
801-484-2724 phone • 801-484-2763 fax
Cover-Pools Incorporated is a wholly owned subsidiary of Zodiac Pool Systems, Inc.
The Cover-Pools brand is part of the Zodiac® family of brands.

© 2011 Cover-Pools Incorporated
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Your Cover-Pools dealer/distributor is:
Cover-Pools Incorporated
66 E 3335 S • Salt Lake City, UT 84115
800-447-2838 • 801-484-2724
www.coverpools.com
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